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Motivation: Can we visually imagine Alice’s journey in wonderland?



Motivation: Can we visually imagine Alice’s journey in wonderland?

Input: a single image

OR

text (“Girl in wonderland”)

Generated “wonderjourney”



Motivation: Can we visually imagine Alice’s journey in wonderland?

Input: a single image

OR

text (“Kids on a farm”)

Generated “wonderjourney”



Problem formulation: Perpetual 3D Scene Generation

Goal: Creating a sequence of diverse yet naturally connected 3D scenes.



Challenges: Generating diverse and plausible scene elements 

- Prior works on perpetual view generation only focuses on a single type of scenes.

A. Liu et.al., Infinite Nature: Perpetual View Generation of Natural Scenes from a Single Image, 2021



Challenges: Generating diverse and plausible scene elements 

- Prior works on perpetual view generation only focuses on a single type of scenes.

- We start from any user-provided location (anywhere), and end at any plausible locations 
(everywhere).

Serene lake …



Challenges: Generating diverse and plausible scene elements 

- The challenge is to generate diverse and plausible objects, backgrounds, and layouts, that fit 
into observed scenes and transit to next scene.

- This requires semantic understanding (e.g., lion in a kitchen), visual common sense (e.g., 
lion flying in the air), and geometric understanding (e.g., disocclusion, parallax, spatial 
layouts).

Serene lake …



WonderJourney: A modularized framework

- Semantic understanding: Large language model (LLM)

- Visual common sense: Text-guided image generator, visual language model (VLM)

- Geometric understanding: Depth estimation pipeline, 3D rendering, text-guided image 
generator



WonderJourney: A modularized framework

- We use a Large language model (LLM) to generate a long sequence of scene descriptions.

Input

A beautiful village

Input pairing

Text2ImageCaptioning

A beautiful village

Scene description generation

Scene description memory
- …
- Scene 𝑖: Village …

LLM
Next scene description
- Scene 𝑖 + 1	: Snowfield …



WonderJourney: A modularized framework

- We use a Large language model (LLM) to generate a long sequence of scene descriptions.

- A text-driven point cloud generation pipeline to synthesize 3D visual scenes.

Visual scene generation

Input

A beautiful village
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Text2ImageCaptioning

A beautiful village

Scene description generation

Scene description memory
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- Scene 𝑖: Village …
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Next scene description
- Scene 𝑖 + 1	: Snowfield …

Point cloud

Text-guided 
inpainting

Rendered partial image Generated new scene



WonderJourney: A modularized framework

- We use a Large language model (LLM) to generate a long sequence of scene descriptions.

- A text-driven point cloud generation pipeline to synthesize 3D visual scenes.

- A large Vision-Language model (VLM) to verify the generated scenes.

Visual scene generation

Input

A beautiful village

Input pairing

Text2ImageCaptioning

A beautiful village

Scene description generation

Scene description memory
- …
- Scene 𝑖: Village …

LLM
Next scene description
- Scene 𝑖 + 1	: Snowfield …

Point cloud

Text-guided 
inpainting

Rendered partial image Generated new scene

Visual validation

Submit

Re-generate
or go

VLM

Are there any unwanted effects in 
the generated scene image?

Unwanted effects: 
- Painting frame 
- Photo border
- Out-of-focus objects
- …

Yes → Re-generate 
the scene.
No → Generate the 
next scene.



Results: From anywhere



Results: To everywhere
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Results: Controlled wonderjourneys



Results: Controlled wonderjourneys
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